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Minutes of Performance Review Meeting of 180 kVA Static Converter held

at ETC/CNB/NCR on 07.09.2018

Present: As per list enclosed.

Director jPn jRDSO welcomed all the participants of railways and industries

who joined the meeting for,180 KVAStatic converter at ETCjCNBjNCR.

(A) Performance review:-

Discussions were held on progress of modifications & failure analysis

presented by RDSO based on the data taken from the sheds which are as

follows:-

1.0 MIs AAL

SN Items Action to be taken by firm & Railways

1.1 Cooling Fans:
1.Reasons of cooling fan
failure were mainly due to
bearing failures, and
burning of motor winding.
Firm has developed new
designed cooling fan
(Havells make) and
validated III field trials.
(Firm supplied 184 units of
(Havells make) and sold
168 KIT to railways Total -
352 units.

1. Zonal railways have reported
that there are no failures of modified
cooling fan (Havells make of 02 HP).
All the units are in service.
2. ELSjBZA reported Havells make
cooling fan with 1 HP motor are
reliable and reported no failures.
Shed IS having 57 units with
modified cooling fan.

3. ELSjBSL reported that cooling
fan motor of Mjs BBL make III

modified unit .is performing
satisfactorily, No failure in MjS. BBL
supplied motor. Hence BBL make
motor IS to be continued. Though
ELSjBZA reported that there are two
failures reported on Mjs. BBL motor
in modified cooling fan. After that
ELSjBZA replaces Mjs. BBL make
motor after a service period of two
years. This will be one cycle
replacement.
4. It is advised by RDSO that
Railways has to complete the
conversion of ZIEHL-ABEGGcooling
fan with cooling fan of Havells make.
For conversion firm has developed
the KIT whose part no is
HHIM1801858. For' conversion of
ZIEHL-ABEGG cooling fan with
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cooling fan of Havells make RDSO
letter no ELj1.2.9.1 dated
30.03.2016 may be followed.

5. ELSjLDH is having cooling fan
of ZIEHL-ABEGG make whose
performance are satisfactorily,
requested to retain the old designed
cooling fan which are periodically
maintained by Shed.
6. ELSjAJJ, CNB, JHS reported
that the bearing failures are still
persisting in existing ZIEHL-ABEGG
cooling fan though the bearings are
being replaced as per schedule.
Sheds also reported imported
bearing is having fewer failures.
7. OEM suggested that The ZIEHL-
ABEGGfans are to be replaced after
a service period of about 06 years.
Also it IS stated that the life of
bearing shall be 06 years or more in
Havells make cooling fan. This has
already been communicated through
RDSO letter no ELj1.2.9.1 dated
21.03.2018.

8. Sheds reported that Mjs. AAL
has not taken maintenance of
cooling fan in their AMC contract
except for 2HP Havells make cooling
fan.
9. As per TC no 0142 (RAP)issued
by RDSO in para 1.1.21 of SlY, point
no. 7 and point no. 20 regarding
bearing replacement of cooling fan
and churning fan are contradictory,
hence the point no 20 may be
treated as deleted. Same is to be
corrected on next revision.

1.2 GDU card:
GDU card of inverter and
battery charger are failing due
to decrease m winding
resistance & voltage range of
Pulse transformer and

1. ELSICNB reported that the failure
of GDUcards is within 06 years.

2. It is advised that loco sheds may
share their experiences and the trend
of failures to OEM so that the
attention of AMC may be better. The
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value of capacitors particularly follows may be shared with firm, so
after 5 years of service. that firm can use the experience of

loco sheds.
3. During inspection of GDU card
the resistance value of pulse
transformer, capacitance of
capacitors etc. are to be monitored
and recorded regularly.

4. Loco sheds reported that the
replacement of pulse transformer,
capacitors and the resistance of GDU
card cannot be possible as loco sheds
are having no such facility and
infrastructure. Though firm has
agreed to repair j rehabilitate failed
GDU cards of inverter and battery
charger.

1.3 Churning Fan 1. Sheds reported that the churning
fan fitted in SlV of Mj s. AAL starts
through sensors.ie when the
temperature nses more than 55°C
then churning fan starts after
operation of sensor. However, the
churning fan III other make starts
when SIV is switched ON. ELSj LDH,
BSL, BZA, have bypassed the sensors
so that the churning fan starts when
SlV is switched ON. The failure due to
temperature high will be less.
2. RDSO advised firm to study the
modification implemented by shed and
send the feedback to RDSOwithin one
month so that this can be
standardized.

1.4 DCCT/ CHCT:
There have been failures of
CTs. All failures were of ABB
make defective batch

1. Firm stated that they have
replaced defective batch of CTs. and it
IS recommended that Shed should
confirm this again. ELSjNKJ stated
that firm have not replaced defective
DCCT of ABB make. Firm is being
advised to replace the DCCT if not
replaced.

1.5 K -2 and K-3 1. Mj s AALstated their inability to
take AMC of K -2 and K-3 model as
spares of these models are not
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available. These models are about 100
units in service.
2. Sheds requested firm to upgrade
the older models to new jlatest model.
It IS also stated that the cost of
conversion as proposed by firm from
older model to latest model is very
high. Firm is requested to review the
cost of conversion.
3. Firm stated that one conversion
unit is working in ELSjTKD (fitted loco
no 27363 WAG-7).from Dec 2016
onwards. ELSjTKD jWCR is requested
to send the performance report of
above mentioned locomotive in which
converter unit exists.

1.6 Other points 1. ELSj BZA reported that after
awarding AMC, the firm has not
started replacing of gaskets, stocking
of spares and other problems as
mentioned in a joint MOM held at
SCR on 09.08.2018.
2. ELSjED pointed out that during
TOH they are checking the DCPT by
applying input of 1000V and
measunng the secondary current
which should be in the range of 48 to
SOmA.

2.0 M/s Siemens

SN Item Decisions/ Target

2.1 Indigenized Battery 1. Firm has
modification of the
their Indigenized

completed the
rectifier section in
Battery charger

charger:
Indigenized Battery charger
failed due to failure of
rectifier module due to Diode
getting open circuit.
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LUCjMO CS

vide firm's
RS/446/MKG

letter
dated

07.11.2017.

2. Railways reported that the failures in
Indigenized Battery charger have
increased even after this modification.
In some cases battery charging voltages
shows 104V - 105 V and loco battery is
not properly charged and battery
became dried up.



3. Mjs. Siemens is advised to collect
the defective Indigenized battery
charger from ELS jLDH, BSL & MGS
one from each loco shed and
investigate the failures of Indigenized
Battery charger and also advised to
submit the investigation report to
railways and RDSO within one
month.

4. It is decided in the meeting that K -8
contactor is to be removedj bypass
in all types of battery charger of
Mjs Siemens as per RDSO issued
Modification sheet no
RDSOj2016jELjMSj0452 Rev 0
dated 29.04.2016.

2.2 Cooling fan
The cooling fan of Mj s
Siemens failed due to
bearing failures and Jam.
Firm stated the major
failure of cooling fan
bearing is due to either
improper mounting or

1. Firm has advised that the bearing
of cooling fan is to be replaced after a
service period 4.5 years. The failures
in ELSjJHSjNCR & ELSjAJJjSR are
more. The cooling fan bearing failed
before 04 years. It is suggested that
firm's senior engineer should visit
these loco sheds to investigate the
causes of bearing failure and if
required demonstrate the guideline of
the procedure of cooling fan
maintenance.

2. ZR's are requested to send the
latest modification status of
replacement of cooling fan bearing as
reported to RDSO.

2.3

improper maintenance.

Inverter
The failures of inverter
module are repetitive due to
vanous reasons like
component failures, IGBT
failure etc.

1. The failures in Inverters are still
persisting. Sheds reported that the DC
link capacitor of inverter module failed.
ELSjET, BL, MGS, CNB & AJJ
reported of failures of inverters are
more. Total 07 units failed during
2018-2019. Firm stated that there is no
trend of failures of inverter. Though it
is advised that firm has to investigate
the failed inverter. The investigation
report is to be submitted within one
month to railways and RDSO and if
any failure trend noticed then submit
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2.4

Other points

the action plan so that the failures in
Inverter can be reduced. Though m
previous meetings Mj s. Siemens were
advised repeatedly about the same
issue but they stated that there is no
clear trend. Hence, firm IS agam
advised to investigate thoroughly.
1. It is recommended by RDSO that
the input isolator which exists in SIV
supplied upto 2009 is to be properly
locked or removed. This modification
has not been completed by railways.
Railways are advised to ensure proper
lockingj removal of input isolator.

2. If any unit is found with improper
locking of input isolator j non- removal
of Isolator, firm will assist shed
engineers to do the needful.
1. ELSjET reported that there IS

repeated failure of input voltage low.
On precautionary U -1 sensor replaced
and problem solved. Mjs Siemens is
being advised to look into the matter
and submit action plan so that the new
trend of failures can be controlled.

3.0 M/s. Medha Servo Drive

SN Item Decisions/ Target

3.1 TDC-IF Card: 1. It IS advised that remaInIng
The tripping of SlV modification if any of TDC_IF card is to be
occurred due to sensmg completed within one month and submit
over voltage of OHE though the completion report to RDSO.
OHE voltage was below
specified limit.

3.2 Other points 1 Loco sheds reported that even after
modification of TDC_lF card the failures
of TDC_IFcard still persists.
2. Firm stated that the failures are
due to over aging of capacitors In
TDC_IF card. RDSO advised firm to
check the capacitors of TDC_IF card
during schedule inspection during AMC
attention. -.

Input isolator
Proper locking of input
isolator jRemoval of input
Isolator (to be done by shed
for SlY's supplied upto
2009 where isolator exists)

2.5
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4.0 M/ s. Hind

SN Item Decisions/ Target

4.1 QCON timer card: 1. The firm stated that they have

4.2 Crow Bar Thyristor: 1. Firm has introduced energy
The problem was unwanted absorption unit in 282 units out of 301
firing pulse to crow bar units. It is advised that remaining units
thyristor. Firm introduced an should be modified within one month
energy absorption unit.

completed the modification in 293 units
out of 301 units. Shed reported no
failures in modified card. It is advised
that remaining units should be modified
within one month.

4.3 Snubber capacitor:
The capacitance value (0.47
mF) of Snubber capacitor is
deteriorating after a service
period of 3 to 4 years of
service to 0.5 nano farad.

1. The capacitors are Oil filled and
are to be replaced by dry type. It is
recommended by RDSO that Loco
shed will check the value of snubber
capacitors during maintenance and
replace them if required by dry type.

4.4 Card failure 1. The failures in A-703 card are still
persisting. Firm IS being advised to
collect A 703 card from railways and
investigate the causes of failures, and
submit action plan so that the failure
trend can be controlled.
2. ELSjBZA reported that in A 702
card, they noticed sulphation in one
card. Other shed has not reported on
sulphation of cards. This may be
looked into by firm.
3. Shed reported that the main
causes of failure of A 704 card is fine
dust accumulated on PLCC socket,
hence communication erroris noticed.
This may be looked into by firm.

4.5 Other points 1. Loco sheds reported that after the
implementation of reliability action
plan by firm, the failures have
drastically come down. Railways
appreciate firm for taking action.
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5.0 MIs ABB

SN Item Decisions I Target

5.1 PEe card 1. ELSjJHS reported that there are
two failures of PEe card. One failure is
under warranty. Firm reported that the
failure IS due to erratic operation of
relay.
2. RDSO advised to collect card from
ELSjJHS and investigate and submit
report to RDSOwithin one month.

5.2 Cooling fan:
Mainly there are failures
due to jamming of
bearings.

1. Firm stated that the cooling fan
bearings are failing after a service life of
04 years and advised that they are to be
replaced after a service period of 04
years.
2. The bearing number as proposed by
firm is - (a) For Axial fan-6001 2Z C3
(coolingfan for passive component,)
(b) For Radial fan -- 6204 2RZ C3
hybrid bearing (cooling fan for power
modules).
3. Firm also proposed that during
replacement of cooling fan bearing, the
safety nng and Nilos rmg are to be
replaced along with bearing. It IS

recommended that Zonal railways
should follow the recommendation of
OEM regarding replacement of cooling
fan bearing.

The Meting concluded with vote of thanks and the chair expressed his

gratitude to ETCjCNBjNCR for arranging the meeting within such a short

notice. /
\f/
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(B)List of participants:-

SN Name (SjShri) Designation Railway

1 Aseem Kumar DSEjPn RDSO

2 R.R. Lazarus Principal jETCjCNB NCR

3 M. Santhamil Selva Sr.DEEjTRSj AJJ SR

4 A.Madhusudhan Sagar SI".DEEjTRSjBZA SCR

5 Nikhil Singh DEEjTRSjBSL CR

6 Rachit Khanna DEEjTRSjLDH NR

7 Aswani Kumar SSEjTRSjLDH NR

8 Mithilesh Kr. Choudhary SSEjTRSjAJJ SR

9 M. K. Singh SSEjELSjMGS ECR

10 Ram Avtar Pal SSEjTRSjET WCR

11 Madhur Pandey SSEjTRSjJHS NCR

12 Ambuj Sharma SSEjTRSjCNB NCR

13 Dhananjay Kumar SSEjTRSjBSL CR

14 Pradeep Gupta SSEjTRSjBRCY WR

15 S. S. Srivastava SSEjTRSjBL WR

16 J. Kishore JEjTRSjBZA SCR

17 Sushil Shukla TechjTRSjBL WR

18 Sumit Wahi AAL

19 Vipul Jain AAL

20 Sarvesh Trivedi AAL

21 Rajesh Srivastava Siemens

22 Manu Garg Siemens

23 V.K.L. Swamy Medha Servo Drive

24 VenuP Medha Servo Drive

25 Rammilan Medha Servo Drive

26 Mohit Sharma ABB

27 Sutanu Ganguly ABB

28 P.S. Patel Hind Rectifier

29 Deepak Aher Hind Rectifier
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